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Theoretical Model

Primary Source: Weil, 2014
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provided a unifying way to conceptualize the changing organization of the workplace over the past few decades.Essentially, the theory indicates that the root causes of fissuring are technological changes (especially ICTs), capital markets, and the legal environment (including corporate law and workplace law). Three strategic choices of business: 1) focus on pursuing core competencies and shedding other functions, in a bid to increase revenues; 2) reducing the number of employees, to lower costs. 3) Creating and enforcing standards for workers providing goods and services to and on behalf of the lead firm The term “outsourcing” has been used to describe the transferring of work to peripheral firms in the domestic market, and the term “offshoring” has been used to indicate the transferring of work from lead businesses to peripheral firms located in foreign jurisdictions. When we talk about offshoring, we are talking about offshoring through the global value chainLeading to poor working conditions, such as lower wages, greater risk being imposed on workers, less compliance with workplace laws



Key Findings

• Fissured workplace incapable of precise definition 
• Measuring fissuring is difficult

• Requires linking business transaction data with worker data
• A lower-bound rough estimate that 19% of US private-sector workforce were 

in highly fissured industries (Weil, 2019) 
• Lack of Canadian prevalence data on outsourcing
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Fissured workplace incapable of precise definition, but rather describes the result of a business strategy focused on the three factors (shedding peripheral activities, reducing costs and employees, and using technology to enforce standards)Not simply particular work practices or arrangements thought to be precarious, like part-time workMeasuring fissuring is difficultBest done by examining relationships among party compensating, party directing, other business entities, the work performed, and the workerRequires linking business transaction data with worker dataWeil (2019) generated a lower-bound rough estimate that 19% of US private-sector workforce were in highly fissured industriesLack of Canadian prevalence data on outsourcing



Key Findings

• There’s a lot we don’t know (despite model being intuitive)
• ICTs are increasingly making it possible to offshore services, not just 

manufacturing activities, to countries outside Canada
• High-skilled jobs are increasingly being outsourced

• Fissuring is increasing
• Some empirical evidence confirming that capital markets are causing 

employers to make the strategic choice to shed employees
• A norm of shareholder primacy has evolved in Canadian corporate 

law
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Important to understand the phenomenon of fissuringThere’s a lot we don’t know (despite model being intuitive)information and communication technologies (ICTs) are increasingly making it possible to offshore services, not just manufacturing activities, to countries outside CanadaHigh skilled jobs are increasingly being outsourcedFissuring is increasingSome evidence establishing that capital markets are causing employers to make the strategic choice to shed employees (privacy equity deals, gross job destruction of about 10 percentage points higher than control firms)A norm of shareholder primacy has evolved in Canadian corporate law, such that directors and managers are primarily accountable to the shareholders for their decisions. 



Key Findings: Impact on Compensation

• Some evidence that fissuring is causing an erosion in internal equity in 
firm compensation systems

• Some evidence that fissuring is causing a destruction of economic 
rents in US and Germany, particularly for low and medium-paid 
workers

• Some evidence that domestic outsourcing is contributing to income 
inequality in US and Germany

• Recent meta-analysis on the impact of offshoring on wages failed to 
detect any statistically significant average effect



Key Findings: Employment Levels

• About 1/5 of service jobs in Canada could potentially be outsourced 
(Gomez and colleagues, 2013).

• The offshoring of business service jobs is unlikely to lead to large adverse 
effects on Canadian employment. 

• For manufacturing GVC, Canada increased inputs from capital and 
high-skilled, while decreasing those from low-skilled and medium-
skilled labour. 

• Canada lost low-skilled jobs in the GVC to developing countries more 
quickly than other advanced economies.



Key Findings: Employment Levels

• From 2000 to 2013, Canada’s jobs related to the GVC decreased from 
about a third to approximately a quarter 

• Canada has the most concentrated GVC-related job dependency in 
the world, with around half of all its GVC-related jobs relying on 
exports to US



Key Findings: Adherence to Labour Standards

• Franchised outlets have far higher levels of noncompliance than 
comparable company-owned establishments (Ji and Weil, 2015)



Important Implications

• Waning utility of model of unitary employer
• Not all outsourcing/offshoring is bad
• Fissuring has spillover effects on employees not working in fissured 

environments
• COVID has impacted fissuring, both in the short-term, and the long-

term.
• Policy implications

• Balance between equity and efficiency
• Outsourcing and offshoring make labour markets more competitive 

(disappearance of economic rents)
• Negative impacts are most heavily borne by most vulnerable workers.
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Waning utility of model of unitary employera bilateral employment relationship between one employer and one employee, based on contract of employment and it’s philophical underpinningsNeed to understand situations of network employmentRethinking “employer liability”Regulate work, rather than employmentNot all outsourcing/offshoring is badSome workers (those with high bargaining power) often enjoy the increased freedom outsourced arrangements give themServes some legitimate business functions, such as responses to fluctuating demand, and access to expertise.Fissuring has had an impact on the working conditions of the most vulnerable workers in Canadafissured work will has spillover effects on employees not working in fissured environmentsThreats from employersCOVID has impacted fissuring, both in the short-term, and the long-term. Norlander & Erickson (2021) hypothesize that the pandemic’s shifting of work from on-premises to remote sites may prompt the acceleration of fissuring and the rethinking of the modern workplace in the long-term.  growth of specialist firms with “globally distributed platform work” that is outsourced, and “virtual companies” that are offshore and are off-premises. These academics also predict that the pandemic may also transform traditional workplace monitoring through the use of digital platforms, remote work arrangements, and outsourcing agreements with existing employees.Policy implicationsCompetitive labour markets (disappearance of economic rents)Any policy initiatives must consider their effect on business costs and competitiveness, especially given the increased global pressures, the North-South re-orientation and the increased mobility of capital.  



Gaps in Knowledge
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Empirical work really needs to be done, Canadian specific data on working conditions, using linked data (workers, works, and various business entities)Impact of technology on firm’s decision to fissureThe strategic choice of employers:  Contextual factors in Canada, like Wagner Act model, high [] of foreign ownership/control, presence of family-owned firmsPrevalence data for outsourcing and offshoringWorking Conditions: Why did Canada lose GVC jobs from 2000 to 2013? Impact on mentorship, advancement; Impact on intensification of work and employee monitoring. We need to better understand how fairness norms are established in fissured industries and the effects of such norms on wages , linkage between fissuring and income inequality
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